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Abstract

Choi, B.-C., Yoon, S.-H., Chung, S.-J., 2007. Minimizing maximum completion time in a proportionate flow shop with one machine
of different speed. European Journal of Operational Research 176, 964–974 consider the proportionate flow shop with a slow bottleneck
machine and propose the SLDR heuristic for it. Choi et al. (2007) derive a data-dependent worst-case ratio bound for the SLDR heuristic
which is then bounded by two. In this note, we show that the tight worst-case ratio bound of the SLDR heuristic is 3/2.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Choi et al. (2007) consider the proportionate flow shop
with a slow bottleneck machine (other than the first or
the last machine) in which each job has the same processing
time on all machines (except on the slow bottleneck
machine). Formally, there are n jobs j, j ¼ 1; . . . ; n all of
them available at time zero; each job must be processed
non-preemptively and sequentially on m continuously
available machines i, i ¼ 1; . . . ;m. Each machine i can pro-
cess at most one job at a time and any operation of a job
cannot start until the preceding operation of that job has
been completed. Let [j] denote the job sequenced in the j

position in the overall schedule and let Ci[j] denote its com-
pletion time on machine i. The objective is to determine a
job sequence S on all machines so that the maximum job
completion time (makespan) CS

max ¼ CS
m½n� is minimized.

Choi et al. (2007) state that permutation schedules (in
which the jobs are processed in the same order on all
machines) are dominant. Let pj denote the units of process-
ing of job j and let pij be the actual processing time of job j

on machine i; let k, 1 < k < m be the slow bottleneck
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machine. Then, pij = pj for all i – k and pkj = pjSk with
Sk > 1. The SLDR heuristic sequences the jobs in the short-
est processing time (SPT) order when k P m

2
and in the lon-

gest processing time (LPT) order otherwise. The tight
worst-case ratio bound of 3/2 for the SLDR heuristic is
derived in the next section.

2. A worst-case ratio bound for the SLDR heuristic

We consider the k P m
2

case in which the SLDR heuristic
supplies the SPT sequence. The k < m

2
can be handled anal-

ogously by invoking the time reversibility principle of flow
shop makespan problems.

Proposition 1.
CSPT

max

C�max
6

3
2 for the k P m

2 case and this bound is

tight where CSPT
max, C�max denote the makespan of the SPT

sequence and the optimal makespan, respectively.
Proof. According to Smith et al. (1975), the SPT sequence
is optimal for the k-machine flow shop problem comprised
of machines 1 through k since the last machine is the slow
bottleneck machine in that problem; (actually Smith et al.
(1975) proved this result for the more general ordered flow
shop problem in which if pij 6 pik for any two jobs j, k on
any machine i, then pij 6 pik on all machines i, i ¼ 1; . . . ;m,
and if pij 6 pkj for any job j on any two machines i, k, then
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pij 6 pkj for all jobs j, j ¼ 1; . . . ; n). Consequently:

CSPT
k½n� 6 C�max; ð1Þ

because the optimal makespan of the k-machine problem
comprised of machines 1 through k is a lower bound on
C�max. As in Choi et al. (2007):

CSPT
max ¼ CSPT

k½n� þ ðm� kÞp½n�: ð2Þ

Also,

ðm� kÞp½n� 6
m
2

p½n� 6
1

2
½ðm� 1Þp½n� þ pk½n�� 6

1

2
C�max: ð3Þ

The last inequality in Eq. (3) is a direct consequence of the
observation that the total processing time of any job is a
lower bound on C�max. The combination of Eqs. (1)–(3)
yields the desirable bound of CSPT

max

C�max
6

3
2
. h

In order to prove tightness, we consider a problem with
2k + 1 jobs, 2k + 1 machines and with machine k + 1 as the
bottleneck machine. Let p1 ¼ � � � ¼ p2k = 1, p2k+1 = M and
Sk+1 = M where M is a large positive number. The SPT rule
yields the job sequence 1; . . . ; 2þ 1 with CSPT

max ¼ 3Mkþ
M2 þ k. The optimal job sequence is 1; . . . ; k, 2k + 1,
k + 1; . . . ; 2k with C�max ¼ 2Mk þM2 þ 2k. Consequently,
CSPT

max

C�max
¼ 3MkþM2þk

2MkþM2þ2k
¼ 3þM

kþ
1
M

2þM
kþ

2
M
! 3þ 1

M
2þ 2

M
as k ?1; furthermore, M

can be selected sufficiently large so that CSPT
max

C�max
is arbitrarily

close to 3/2.
By invoking the time reversibility principle of flow shop

makespan problems, we state the following corollary with-
out proof:
Corollary 1.
CLPT

max

C�max
6

3
2 for the k < m

2 case and this bound is

tight where CLPT
max , C�max denote the makespan of the LPT

sequence and the optimal makespan, respectively.

Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 can be combined into the
main result of this note which is stated next without proof.

Theorem 1.
CSLDR

max

C�max
6

3
2 and this bound is tight where CSLDR

max ,

C�max denote the makespan of the SLDR heuristic and the

optimal makespan, respectively.
3. Concluding remarks

Choi et al. (2007) derive the upper bound of two for the
worst-case ratio bound of the SLDR heuristic by bounding
a data-dependent bound which according to Choi et al.
(2007) is tight; however, Choi et al. (2007) do not measure
the maximum deviation of the SLDR solution from the
optimal solution because the heuristic makespan and the
optimal makespan are equal in the problem used by Choi
et al. (2007) to prove tightness. Our findings show that
the actual tight worst-case ratio bound for the SLDR heu-
ristic is 3/2.
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